
 

 

 

 

 

5237 Mallard Estates Dr., Chico, CA 95973 

License # 754604 

 

Phone (530) 892-1918         Fax (530)899-1919 

COS Science Building  

Punch List Completion Update 

08/10/12 (Comments in Red Font) 

 

Architect’s Punch 07/27/12: See comments below 

 

CRM Group Punch 07/27/12: See comments below 

 

IOR Punch 07/28/12: See comments per line item. 

IOR Punch Revision 07/30/12: Item 3, signage at exterior RPP and FDC was removed at a 
construction meeting. The owner was to do all exterior signage per agreement at meeting. 
Item 4 is installed pending RFI 363 response to revised backup.  
IOR Test List 07/17/12: Gordon is working with subs directly 
 
Costa Engineering Punch 07/24/12: All items completed except for item 19 because sinks 
were sent wrong by factory. Item 5 was resolved by adding spring isolators. Item 16 was 
resolved by installing flexible connectors, sound is gone. Item 18 did not exist, the duct work 
is only touching the drywall. Item 20 was resolved when the fume hood shrouds were 
installed. There was discussion at the post 08/10/12 walk that Gordon would review the 
Costa further. I had reviewed with Cone and RayMac on the 9th and the list was complete 
except for item 19 per explanation. 
 
KMM Services Punch 07/24/12: Completed per PEC (Gordon said he will review further, Eric 
said this list is complete.) 
Electrical Punch List 07/25/12: Completed per PEC (See bullet items open with comments) 

 The elevator is not complete and has not been tested (This is not the electrical subs 
fault. All work called out by the electrical engineer has been completed including the 
last minute replacement pit lighting fixture.) 

 Classroom blinds are not installed and could not be tested. (The blinds will ship 
08/24/12 and will be installed ASAP.) 

Lander Site Punch List 07/26/12: Completed 
Jeff Mulvihill Punch List: See comments below 
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Architect’s Punch 07/27/12: 
1. The metal j-box cover to the west needs to be flattened out. (Freddi’s spoils driver 

bent the lid to the box while moving dirt offsite. We have tried to flatten with the 
bobcat but could not get flat. Possible trip hazard that needs to be corrected.) 

2. Stripping of parking areas and sign per A0.1 to be done 08/11/12 
3. The tile repairs will be planned for break in school schedule and plans passed on to 

Kevin. (Have the tile lists that need to be placed in spreadsheet and labor reviewed 
with Kurt.) 

4. JR Stephens will bring remaining materials to site on 08/24/12 for casework 
completion. (There are still missing pieces that need to be confirmed for the last 
shipment. Handles for the glass doors need to be supplied by JRSCO and installed. 
There are 44 glass doors, should have at least 48 handles mailed to site.) 

5. The chemistry table revisions and completion will be worked out between Karen and 
Ray. (The insert holes were incorrectly located on plans and this will result in new 
epoxy tops being ordered. JRSCO needs to supply the inserts and rods per spec. The 
locations for the holes will be reviewed prior to ordering.)  

6. Will have NorCal Deck Coatings return for two transitions at tile with tile repairs. 
(Transitions between resinous and tile floors at two locations and possibly three 
locations have a trip hazard condition. The resinous needs to approximately 1/4” 
higher and tile re-grouted. A list will be sent to NorCal and Cal Carpets for repair.  

7. The light used at the bottom of the elevator may not be a NEMA 4 rated fixture. (The 
Otis crew on site week ending 08/10/12 said the pit light fixture may need to be rated 
NEM 4. The fixture approved by the Electrical Engineer is rated IP25 which is only a 
NEMA 3 rating. Will load an RFI to confirm the NEMA 4 rating requirement is needed 
and verify if the Lithonia VRI128TSPCL120 specified in RFI 336 is NEMA 4 rated. RHCI 
and subcontractors are not designers or consultants for the project and these answers 
should come from a consultant. RHCI has passed along conflicts or concerns for the 
elevator as soon as possible so that solutions could be found. 

8. ADDED 08/10/12: The Johnsonite rubber is not glued well to the electrical floor boxes 
and the resinous finish needs touched up. Will consult with Cal Carpet to see if glue 
was specified and to trim so pieces to fit holes. NorCal will need to square up edges 
where rounded off. 
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Notes from 08/10/12 Walk:  
 
Architect’s Punch List: 
Comments 

1. Resinous floor areas that were cleaned by the sub need to be clear coated. 
2. Some the rigid insulation in the RPP device was loose, RHCI crew added construction 

adhesive to correct. 
3. Karen commented that the cable tray in room 112 looks “reused, scratched and 

damaged”. The trays are new and just needed cleaned well. RHCI crew cleaned 
caulking residue off the cable trays in all rooms. DONE 

4. Item 11 of the General Interior list stated the Ingressors were not working. The ADA 
doors are working and were adjusted without written timing direction by PEC. As 
pointed out in Punch List 08/10/12 comments; when the ADA accesses are pressed 
and the doors are latched closed the openers will pull on the door but not open. Mark 
Healy said the set times will be set to deal with this issue. Eric and Ray asked 
repeatedly about this issue and it was never directly dealt with. Should damage to the 
closer or latches be caused by this conflict it needs to be remembered it was brought 
up and dealt with as stated above. 

5. Ceiling tile in room 120 needs to be replaced over screen. 
6. Paper towel dispensers for the classrooms have not been supplied except for two 

rooms. (TBD) more dispensers need to be supplied and RHCI will install after the 
locations are chosen by the owner. 

7. In Data Room 101 the exploratory hole in the south wall needs to be covered. This will 
be replaced as rated wall. 

8. Modoc: Vestibule 100, loose angle tape in southwest corner. The tape needs to be 
fixed, textured and paint touched up. 

9. Corridor 101B, the ADA access door was not opening properly. The sensitivity of the 
openers had to be adjusted by Eric by removal of one of the pivot hinge steel screws. 
Stainless steel screws will replace so the openers work properly. DONE 

10. Conference 102, waiting for the 6’ marker board that will be placed between the 
diffusers on the west wall. 

11. Workroom 103 
A. Metzen: Mark said the door that had holes drilled for closer and removed can stay in 

place. 
B. JRSCO: The upper cabinet door on the east end of north wall needs to be replaced. It 

has scratches that have been cleaned and can’t be fixed. 
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C. JRSCO: Paint at the top of the counter top needs caulked or touched up because of 
counter installation. 

12. Blaser: Women’s 109 partition door will not close or open properly. Blaser said there 
is no adjustment. RHCI will see if the panel is hitting in the middle and not operating 
properly. 

13. Remove the seat gasket packaging plastic. DONE 
14. Room210:  
A. Cone needs to switch hot and cold at sink. Addressing sink the hot needs to be on the 

left and cold on right. 
B. Cal Carpets: The carpet tile at door 210B is not staying glued down and there is still a 

possible trip hazard. 
15. Room 112: 
A. Trim on left side of east window was still loose and required nailing with putty. DONE 
B. Cabinet door and drawer locks needed adjusted. DONE 
C. The cold room walls are still stained and RayMac is trying toi get an answer to clean. 

The manufacturer believes the resinous floor product fumes may have reacted with 
the oils on the metal to cause stains. RayMac will resolve when they have direction. 

16. Atrium: 
A. Sac Glazing/AGA: The owner may ask for replacement of the glazing because of marks 

in the glass. Ray brought this condition to Tim’s attention on 08/08/12 during punch 
completion. As the storefronts were cleaned it became apparent there were marks in 
all the panels that show up at different times of the day due to the angle of the sun. 
There was also one sticker mark not removed by cleaning crew. 

B. Sac Glazing/AGA: The door head gasket (fuzz strip) keep moving when the door opens. 
Tim was shown this issue, RHCI crew resolved. DONE 

C. Kevin asked to have the masonry cap caulked at the east side. This gap is no different 
than it has been and is fine, paint touch up is complete. DONE 

17. Cone: Planter drains need to have the stickers removed. 
18. Biology Prep: Karen said the peg board is not what she expected. RHCI submitted and 

will locate pegs. Need to have location specified. Item needs to be resolved. 
19. AV access door in the Lobby 201 east casework needs paint. These AV covers are per 

spec and paint touch up is done. 
20. Room 212: 
A. RayMac: Are the diffusers at the ceilings clean? In Room 212 the cleanliness of the 

diffuser was questioned at the location over door to 212A. 
B. JRSCO: Remove tape holding laminate in place, sink at south wall. 
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C. Metzen: Add a stop for door into 212B. Will RFI this and other locations as the 
specified stops do not work. Cannot and will not use floor stops. 

D. Architect’s note 8 stated the exposed cabling is not acceptable. The slots for the 
cabling had to be moved due to the floor box conflict with the cabinet partition. A 
false back can be added to hide the cable that needs to be loose. This will be a COR to 
add the additional cover piece. 

21. Chemistry 215: 
A. JRSCO: Supply last two sliding glass doors in 215A. 
B. JRSCO: In 215B a cabinet end is chipped. A picture will be sent so solution can be 

made. 
C. Cone: Need to add compressed air supply to 215 teacher station for future. Will do 

this work with tile repair work during break.  
22. Geology 216: 
A. Cal Carpets & NorCal: Johnsonite and resinous repairs at electrical boxes. 
B. JRSCO: The northeast corner of the teacher’s station has a corner piece that does not 

match the laminate. Will send JRSCO picture for solution. 
Other Notes to Architectural List: 

1. Roof coating to be installed at Eddy Hall on 08/11/12 which allows items 4 & 6 to be 
removed from Eddy Hall list. 

2. Diamond M is missing a trim piece on a sprinkler head. Will let the architect locate in 
follow up. 

 
CRM Group Punch 07/27/12: 

1. RayMac: Item 17 sheet metal covers on line sets. To be installed Monday 08/13/12. 
2. Items 21 thru 24: To be done 08/11/12. 

 
IOR Punch 07/28/12: 

1. Bell: Item 21, Install fusible link louver in electrical room door. This is a DSA added 
note on plans, A1.2. Check the submittal and contact Bell. 

2. Cone & Diamond M: Fire caulk in the mechanical room not completed by Cone and 
Diamond M. 

3. As stated earlier, the west side metal box cover is bent and may be possible trip 
hazard. 
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Jeff Mulvihill Punch List: 
1. Line item 1, Replace dented panic head trim: AGA: Need to replace these as ordered 

thru Bell Hardware. Probably damaged in shipping for doors to be cutoff. 
2. Line item 3, Strike does not line up on pocket door: Bell: Metzen will repair when he 

return to hang replaced laminate doors. 
3. Line item 4, Door stops missing at 121B, 207AA, 212B: Will RFI for direction. The 

specified stops will not work. 
4. Line item 5, door stop: Will RFI for direction. The specified stops will not work. 
5. Line item 212B has broken weld: Bell Hardware replace frame, will send picture. 
6. Liner item 7: Doors with extra holes: These are not extra holes, these are miss located 

holes and 4 doors have been ordered from Bell Hardware, 120B, 215B, 216A & 216B. 
 
 

 


